Approaching a complete classification of protein secondary structure.
A complete classification of types of the protein secondary structure is developed on the basis of computer analysis of the crystallographic structural data deposited in the protein Data Bank. The majority of amino acid residues fall into five conformation types. A conclusion is drawn that the number of sequence variants of torsion angles phi, psi in globular proteins is limited and is essentially less than the number of possible amino acid sequences for this chain length. Along with alpha-helix and beta-structure, the distribution analysis assigning every maximum of distribution of amino acid conformations on Ramachandran map to a certain type of the secondary structure exposed a third type of the secondary structure that was previously neglected. This type of the structure is extended left-handed helical conformation, designated as mobile (M-) conformation. A full set of M-conformation fragments that seems to play a major role in protein globule dynamics has been obtained, a small radius of correlation for the polypeptide chain in M-conformation is demonstrated. It explains a prevalence of short segments of mobile conformation revealed in globular proteins. For secondary structure types, the frequency of occurrence of amino acid residues has been computed.